The aim of this article is to give a self-contained approach in module w theoretic terms to two fundamental results in block theory, due to Puig 6 , x 14.6 : first, there is an embedding of the source algebra of the Brauer correspondent of a block of some finite group into a source algebra of that block, and second, the source algebras of the Brauer correspondence can be described explicitly. Our proof of the first resultᎏTheorem 5 and its Corollary 6 belowᎏis essentially the translation to our terminology of the w x proof in 1, 4.10 .
The second result, describing the source algebras of the Brauer correw x w x spondent, follows also from 3 , but the proofs in 3 use both the main w x result on the structure of nilpotent blocks in 5 as well as techniques from w x 6, Sects. 4, 6 , while our approachᎏfrom Proposition 9 onwardsᎏrequires only some classical results on the structure of blocks with a central defect group.
w x An account of the results in 6 on source algebras of blocks with a w x normal defect group can also be found in 7, Sect. 45 , except for thê Ž . explicit description of the central extension E see Section 10 below , as being defined in terms of the multiplicity algebra of the block, which is w Ž .Ž .x w x quoted in 7, 45.10 b without proof, referring back to 6 at the end of w x 7, Sect. 45 . But X is also isomorphic to a direct summand of Ind Z for some
Ž .
[
Together with the fact that all indecomposable direct summands of MЉ have vertex strictly smaller than ⌬ P follows that M s MЈ, which concludes the proof.
Remark 6. The Green correspondence does not require the ground ring to be commutative; one might therefore as well consider the group algebra AG 0 of G 0 over the ring A s O OG. We have an obvious isomor- 
Ž . idempotent in O OGb
such that Br ef / 0 and let j be a primitive 
which is split as homomorphism of B y B-bimodules; in particular, we ha¨e 
H= P
Since, moreover, any other direct summand has a vertex of order strictly < < smaller than P , we get the statement on the O O-ranks.
If k is large enough, it is possible to be much more precise about source modules of O OHe and the corresponding source algebras. For this, we recall Ž w x . some standard facts from block theory see, e.g., 7, Sect. 39 .
Ž .
8. Assume that k is large enough for O OC P e; that is, the semi-sim-G Ž . ple quotient of O OC P e is isomorphic to a matrix algebra over k. Set G Ž . Ž . C s C P rZ P and denote by e the image of e in O OC under the 
G n
The next proposition is a translation of the statements in 8 to our terminology involving source modules, from which we obtain the source Ž w algebras in each of the cases in 8 as originally determined by Puig in 6, x. 14.5, 14.6 : . Ž . Ž y1 . phism ⌬ P C P = 1 ª C P which maps uz, u to z for any u g P G G
Ž . and any z
i Up to isomorphism, V is the unique source module of O OCe, and we
ii Up to isomorphism, Res V is the unique source mod-
Ž . ule of O OC P e, and the natural map
G is an algebra isomorphism.
Ž . Ž . iii Up to isomorphism, U is the unique source module of O OPC P e, G and the natural map
Ž .
Proof. Statement i is a trivial consequence of the fact that by 8.1 the Ä 4 block algebra O OCe is a matrix algebra over O O and has defect group 1 .
Ž . The restriction to C P of V is indecomposable, since it is a projective G Ž . cover of the simple module k m V. Thus V and its restriction to
Ž . 0 and ⌬ Z P are vertices of V and its restriction to C P = Z P ,
respectively. This shows already that Res V is a source module
Ž . of O OC P e. As the normalizer of the defect group Z P acts transitively G Ž . on the isomorphism classes of source modules cf. Remark 3 , this shows also the uniqueness, up to isomorphism in this situation. The natural Ž . algebra homomorphism in ii is injective, since V is projective as an Ž . Ž . Ž .
follows from Nakayama's lemma that the algebra homomorphism is ii is Ž . also surjective. This shows ii .
In order to show the surjectivity, it suffices to show that both sides have the same O O-rank. By Mackey's
Ž . with x running over a right transversal of C P in PC P . Now
Ž . V ( V as left O OC P -modules for any x g PC P , and whence the
G G w Ž .x< Ž .< < < P : Z P Z P s P . This shows that U is indecomposable, even when Ž . restricted to PC P = 1. Moreover, ⌬ P is a vertex of V and thus of U, Ž . Ž . Since E is a pЈ-group, the inverse image of E in Aut P has Int P as a normal Sylow-p-subgroup; thus it has a complement isomorphic to E; Ž w Ž .x. unique up to conjugacy cf. 7, 45.1 , which we are going to denote again by E. We denote by P i E the corresponding semi-direct product. The Ž . i The product map , : H ª H = E is injecti¨e, and its imagê Ž . consists of all pairs x, e g H = E with the property that the natural imageŝŽ . Ž . Ž . of x and e in Aut P rInt P coincide; equi¨alently, the triple H, , is thêˆŽ .
Ž . pullback of the natural maps from H and E to
Aut P rInt P .Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 ii Set L s N ⌬ P . For any x, u( e g L, where x g H, H= Ž P i E .Ž . Ž . u g P, e g E, there is a unique x s ␣ x, u( e g H such that x s x anďˆˇŽ . y1 = x s e,
and this map is a surjecti¨e homomorphism of O O -groupŝˇˆ␣
: L ª H Ž . 0 which maps ⌬ P to P and whose kernel is 1 = Z P .
Ž .
Ž . Ž . , is injective, and for any x g H, the images of x and x inˆŽ . Ž . Aut P rInt P coincide. Let x g H and e g E such that the images of xŽ . Ž . and e in Aut P rInt P coincide. This means that the class e g E ŝˆŽ . Ž . HrPC P can be represented by an element of the form x s x, s of Ĥ G = Ž . for some s g S , which proves i .
e , the latter now viewed as an element of P i E, induce the samě automorphism of P. In particular, the images of x and e y1 iňŽ . Ž . Ž . Aut P rInt P coincide, which by i implies that there is a unique x g Ĥ Ž .
Ž . y1 satisfying x s x and x s e. From this uniqueness it follows alsôˆť hat the map ␣ thus defined is a group homomorphism. Conversely, givenŽ . Ž . x g H, the elements x s x g H and e s x g E have the samêˆˆŽ . Ž . image in Aut P rInt P , which means that there is u g P such that Ž y1 . x, u( e normalizes ⌬ P. This shows the surjectivity of ␣. Moreover, if Ž . in this case both x s 1 and e s 1, then u g Z P , which implies that Ž . 
⌬ P ŽC Ž P .=1. Ž . maximal submodule rad W , too, Res W has a direct summand
Ž . This isomorphism implies that rad W is also a maximal submodule of
means that rad W is also the radical and thus the unique maximal L Ž . submodule of Res W ; in particular, the latter is indecompos-
G able and whence isomorphic to V.
We determine now the source modules of O OHe and obtain from this description the structure of the source algebras of O OHe as given by Puig in w x Ž 6, 14.6 extending earlier work of Kulshammer on blocks with normal w x. defect groups 2 . We keep the notation introduced above. Ž . Ž .
Ž In particular, any such isomorphism shows that N has a right O O# P ǐ . E -module structure, or equivalently, any such isomorphism induces a homomorphism of interior P-algebraš
Ž . mapping a g O O# P i E to the endomorphism of N given by the action of a on N. Another application of Mackey's formula shows thať
is free as a right O O# P i E -module by 12 and has therefore rank n by 8.2; in particular, the homomorphism 13. 
Mackey's formula implies that Res Ž . equality comes from 9 iii . Therefore 13.1 is an isomorphism. Since we know already that every source module of O OHe occurs as a direct summand, up to isomorphism, of N, all we have to show is that N is Ž 0 . indecomposable as an O O H = P -module. This follows, for instance, from the referee's observation at the end of Remark 6. Equivalently, by 13.1 iť Ž . suffices to show that the unit element of O O# P = E is primitive iň P Ž Ž .. O O# P i E . This is well known, and there are various possibilities to see this: one way is to observe that the rank of any source algebra of O OHe < < < < is at least P E because for any x g H, any source algebra has a direct w x Ž 0 . summand isomorphic to O O Px as an O O P = P -module. A more direct w x proof goes as follows, involving the Brauer construction 7, Sect. 11 : first,Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž . Ž . O O# P i E P ( kZ P and so O O# P i E has a unique block and a unique local point of P whose multiplicity is then necessarily 1; second, Ě P Ž . is a pЈ-group acting on the semi-simple quotient of O O# P i E permut-Ž ing transitively the indecomposable direct algebra summands because any Ž . E-orbit yields an E-stable idempotent which lifts to a block of O O# P i E , . whence it must be the unit element . Combining these observations showš 
